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I, RICHARD JOHN MAIRS, Ecologist, of Auckland, solemnly and sincerely affirm: 

INTRODUCTION  

1. I provided an affidavit to the Court on 31 January 2020, in relation to these

proceedings. That affidavit summarised Te Ngahere’s work on the resource

consent application lodged by the Tūpuna Maunga o Tāmaki Makaurau

Authority (Tūpuna Maunga Authority) regarding its restoration project to plant

13,000 indigenous plantings and remove 345 exotics trees on Ōwairaka / Te

Ahi-kā-a-Rakataura / Mount Albert.

2. I understand that the applicants have added a ground of review to their claim

that challenges the Auckland Council’s non-notification decision of the Tūpuna

Maunga Authority’s resource consent application.

3. As part of the applicants’ reply evidence, on 18 February 2020, matters were

raised in the affidavits filed from Philip Blakely and Andrew Barrell that address

Te Ngahere’s work for the Tūpuna Maunga Authority.

4. In this affidavit I respond to the assertions made about the adequacy of Te

Ngahere’s resource consent assessment: Assessment of Ecological Effects

and Planting Plan, and to address the ecological aspects of the non-notification

decision of the Auckland Council.

5. I, again, confirm that I have read and will comply with the 'Code of conduct for

expert witnesses' contained in the High Court Rules 2016.

RESPONSE TO THE AFFIDAVITS OF PHILIP BLAKELY AND ANDREW 

BARRELL  

The planting programme will be adapted, refined and improved each year to 

ensure plantings will establish  

6. Mr Barrell describes the “planting plan” as a “fairly loose proposal” in paragraph

31 of his reply affidavit. He also questions the likely success of the planting

programme in paragraph 33. Mr Blakely also questions the likely success of

the planting programme in paragraph 43 of his reply affidavit.

7. The replanting programme is necessarily adaptive to respond to the very

matters concern is expressed about: methods and survival. As explained
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above, the plan will be revisited annually to build on the experience of the 

previous year. This is ‘best practice’ in my view. 

8. Survival of plants across the Maunga varies dependent on the area. There has

been a record-breaking drought over the 2019 / 2020 summer which has

affected a number of plants. While there are losses, a significant number of

plants have coped well with the extreme drought and have survived.

9. The main contributing factor to this has been the requirement to de-soil all

plants prior to planting because no invasive plague skinks (Lampropholis

delicata) were recorded on this Maunga during herpetological surveys.

Auckland Council required the pot soil where plague skinks commonly lay their

eggs, to be thoroughly washed off the rootball. This precaution is usually

reserved for sites with high biosecurity risk, such as the Threatened –

Nationally Critical Pennantia baylisiana transferred to the Three Kings Islands

where the only naturally occurring individual survives.

10. The imposition of this biosecurity requirement will have:

(a) significantly reduced the survival, especially for those species with

sensitive root systems such as kānuka (Kunzea robusta) and mānuka

(Leptospermum scoparium var. scoparium); and

(b) exaggerated the stress caused by the dry 2019-2020 summer as plants

would have been slower to establish during the initial period post planting

which is crucial to plant survival.

11. However, once established, these plants will be more resilient to weather

extremes and losses will be lower.

12. The selection of plants for planting will be refined each year, looking at which

plants established well at this site and other analogous sites, including other

Maunga. If de-soiling is an ongoing requirement, minimal kānuka and mānuka

will be planted. Other species which have not established well will be planted

in reduced numbers until more shelter has established from other plantings

and will then be planted as infill. This includes māhoe (Melicytus ramiflorus)

which was planted in large numbers (160 on the quarried slopes to the north

and east of the archery field).

13. Planting will be undertaken over a 5 year period including infill of plantings for

species which prefer more shelter (kohekohe (Dysoxylum spectabile),

hangehange (Geniostoma ligustrifolium var. ligustrifolium) and
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porokaiwhiri/pigeonwood (Hedycarya arborea)) and replacement of losses to 

ensure canopy closure or maximise ground coverage for lower growing 

plantings (Phormium spp. and pōhuehue (Muehlenbeckia complexa var. 

complexa)). The total number of plants planted will be higher than outlined in 

the plan to cover replacements for the higher than anticipated losses (for the 

reasons outlined above).  

14. The key point is that the implementation of the plan is flexible to ensure the

success of the programme.

15. Mr Barrell also questions the no-dig method to be implemented by the Tūpuna

Maunga Authority, in accordance with the replanting programme at paragraph

31 of his reply affidavit.

16. The method of replanting was carefully considered, and responds to various

factors at each Maunga. The no-dig mound planting trials of low growing

species are to be undertaken in areas where direct planting could affect

archaeological features. These plantings will also protect archaeological

features from foot traffic, maintain sightlines and provide habitat for fauna,

including invertebrates and native skinks. This method has been trialled on two

other Maunga by other contractors (Te Ara Pueru/Te Pane-O-

Mataaho/Māngere Mountain and Ōhuiarangi/Pigeon Mountain). High losses

with this method are to be expected but individuals have survived (pōhuehue

have been the most successful). Large proportions of replacement plants and

refining of the method will be required to ensure coverage over a significant

part of these areas is achieved. Options are limited in these locations and this

is the preferred method for these areas.

17. The planting areas in the planting plan (attached to my original affidavit in

exhibit “RM2”) were based on discussions with consultant archaeologist Brent

Druskovich. Mr Barrell raised concerns about the area and number of trees

which would be able to be planted due to the presence of archaeological

features. I can confirm that the extent of the planting areas was discussed at

a subsequent site visit on 14 February 2020. Mr Druskovich’s advice focused

on defining the boundaries of the planned planting areas including leaving the

crest of the slope as a buffer but did not limit the areas already planned for

planting in any way.
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Robust native trees will remain 

18. In my original affidavit (at paragraph 29), I discussed the concerns over the

removal of trees affecting the remaining native trees.

19. Although I do not dispute there will be an effect, I believe the trees at this site

are well equipped to cope with this change in conditions. The larger native

trees are not generally densely planted. Therefore they have been able to grow

out with broad crowns and root systems. This should make them more resilient

to changes in exposure compared to densely planted trees, such as

commercial forestry, where this is a concern.

20. Te Ngahere has been involved in ecological restoration programmes on

reserves and private property where exotic canopy species have been

removed (mainly tree privet (Ligustrum lucidum), Monterey pine (Pinus radiata)

and monkey apple (Syzygium smithii)). Although staging removal (thinning out

of the canopy) and under planting are useful, this can add to logistical issues

and costs in the tree removal programme.  However, each project must be

assessed on a case-by-case basis. There are also ecological reasons that

support felling in one stage, such as repeated avifauna / fauna disturbance

and minimising risk of damage to plantings or root systems with machinery

entering the site multiple times.

Avifauna will benefit from the establishment of improved habitat 

21. In response to paragraph 37 of the affidavit of Mr Blakely, I agree there will be

an initial loss of nesting and perching habitat. This will be mitigated by the

establishment of a more diverse, multi-tiered structure and ultimately improve

habitat available.
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CONCLUSIONS 

22. In its assessment for the resource consent application, Te Ngahere considered

the immediate and long-term positive and adverse effects of the Tūpuna

Maunga Authority’s restoration project to plant 13,000 indigenous plantings

and remove 345 exotics trees on Ōwairaka / Te Ahi-kā-a-Rakataura / Mt Albert.

The planting will be adaptive to ensure success in establishing functioning

native systems.

_____________________________________ 
     RICHARD J MAIRS 

AFFIRMED by RICHARD JOHN 
MAIRS at ) 
This   day of  2020) 
before me: ) 

  _____________________________________ 
  R J MAIRS 

________________________________________ 
A solicitor of the High Court of New Zealand  
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